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BARRY CALLEBAUT AG
Rating Rationale
In March 2003, Moody's assigned a prospective (P)Ba2 senior implied rating to Barry Callebaut AG and a prospective
(P)B1 rating to the €150 million senior subordinated notes issue of Barry Callebaut Services NV. The issue will be guaranteed on a senior subordinated basis by Barry Callebaut AG and by three of its operating subsidiaries representing
around 69% of the Group’s EBITDA. A P(B1) senior unsecured rating was also assigned to Barry Callebaut A.G.
The ratings also reflect high debt levels linked to the high working capital, and the moderate industry growth combined with Moody’s expectation that the company has limited scope to grow its operating margin. Additionally, they factor a degree of political risk affecting in particular Ivory Coast, the main cocoa-producing country, which may potentially affect the company’s local facilities and the cocoa supply in the world markets. The volatility of cocoa prices may
impact over time the company’s liquidity and its debt levels because it may increase working capital. However, these
risks are mitigated by the available cocoa inventories and the characteristics of Barry Callebaut’s business model that
limits the commodity exposure.
The prospective (P)B1 rating of the upcoming bond issue is two notches below the senior implied rating to reflect a
degree of subordination of the bond to bank lenders that benefit from senior guarantees or pledges on assets. It also
reflects the relatively small size of the bond compared to total debt. Although the liquidity is not especially strong, the
liquid current assets should provide the company with the capacity to access commodity financing easily.

Rating Outlook - Stable
The outlook is stable reflecting the expectation that credit metrics should improve moderately over time and that the
company has sufficient flexibility to absorb moderate Ivory Coast-related upheaval that may temporarily disrupt Barry’s
local operations and increase cocoa prices over the next few months. However, the outlook assumes that cocoa supply
should not be significantly disrupted over time.

Strengths / Opportunities
• World leader in industrial chocolate products
• Continuous trend towards outsourcing in industrial chocolate, enhancing company growth
• Large and diversified customer base
• Stable worldwide chocolate consumption
• Inelasticity of chocolate demand to cocoa prices
• Conservative commodity hedging strategy
• The industrial chocolate business (about 60% of Barry Callebaut’s business) is a cost-plus business, insulated from
commodity price fluctuations from a profit perspective
• Debt largely related to hedged inventory

Weaknesses / Risks
• Commodity risk affecting inventory level and level of indebtedness
• Historical volatility in free cash flow generation and debt coverage ratios due to working capital swings
• Challenging expansion in the consumer end segment
• External factors (e.g. political trouble in producing countries) might unbalance the cocoa market and impede
the company’s cocoa sourcing.

Company Fundamentals
THE WORLD’S LEADING PRODUCER OF INDUSTRIAL CHOCOLATE PRODUCTS…
Operating 34 production facilities in 16 countries worldwide, Barry Callebaut is the world leader in industrial
chocolate, supplying a wide range of food and beverage companies that use chocolate, cocoa and related products.
Barry Callebaut is fully integrated from sourcing of the raw material through production of semi-finished products
and further production of processed industrial chocolate products. However, it outsources most of the transportation of goods to various partners. The company has more recently expanded into the consumer product market, selling branded and private-label chocolate products to food retailers, and the foodservice market, where Barry
Callebaut serves a large number of bakeries, patisseries, hotels, restaurants and vending operators through a distributor system.
The company generated annual sales and operating income of CHF2.6 billion and CHF173.2 million, respectively, in the fiscal year ended 31 August 2002.

…WITH A RELATIVELY SHORT HISTORY UNDER ITS CURRENT CORPORATE AND SHAREHOLDING
STRUCTURE
Barry Callebaut was formed in 1996 following a merger between French cocoa processor Barry and Belgian chocolate producer Callebaut, creating a vertically integrated company involved in all stages of production from cocoa
bean transformation to finished chocolate products. Both Barry and Callebaut had over 100 years of experience as
standalone entities prior to the merger.
Following an initial public offering (IPO) on the Swiss stock exchange in 1998, Klaus J. Jacobs Holdings
(“KJJH”) reduced its stake in the company from 100% to 70% (its current shareholding).

CHANGES IN MANAGEMENT AFTER THE IPO TO IMPROVE COMMODITY RISK CONTROL
After the IPO, Barry Callebaut experienced margin pressures in its Cocoa division (production of semi-finished
goods) in line with the sharp decline in cocoa commodity prices. At this time, the company’s sourcing was not centralised and the then management misjudged the cocoa market trends. In 1999, following the establishment of a new
management team (CEO and CFO), the company decided to centralise its sourcing of cocoa beans in Zug
(Switzerland) as well as doubling the size of its risk team with experienced commodity traders. Moody’s notes positively the new management’s success in significantly decreasing the company’s earnings volatility. A new CEO
(coming from Adecco) was appointed in June 2002 in the interest of corporate governance, Barry Callebaut having
separated the CEO and chairman functions (Andreas Schmid, the previous CEO, has been chairman since then).
This move did not imply any strategic changes.

VARYING DEGREE OF COMMODITY RISK IN THE COMPANY’S BUSINESS UNITS
The Cocoa business unit includes cocoa bean buying and the processing of semi-finished products. The company
uses 46% of its semi-finished products itself in the production of its own chocolate, selling the remaining 54% to
third parties. These semi-finished products behave like commodities.
Barry Callebaut’s Industrial Chocolate business unit provides second transformation products such as chocolate,
coatings and fillings to large food manufacturers. Contracts are made on a “cost-plus” basis, meaning that the customer pays the cost of the underlying ingredients used plus a fixed fee representing the added value brought by the
chocolate processor (cocoa grinding and chocolate mixing to the specific desired recipe). Any increase or decrease in
the cocoa price is therefore passed on fully to the customer. This activity, which represented 63% of sales volumes
in FYE 08/02, implies a very low commodity risk.
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Contracts with food retailers and foodservice operators are based on price lists. While the commodity risk is carried by Barry Callebaut, the price list is based on the futures price of cocoa and the company enters into forward
purchase contracts sufficient to meet the estimated volume requirements. Price lists are revised every six to 12
months and usually allow the company to pass through changes in cocoa price to operators.

BARRY CALLEBAUT BENEFITS FROM A LARGE AND DIVERSIFIED CUSTOMER BASE
With more than 1,500 different recipes, the company serves 5,000 customers. The top 15 customers account for less
than 25% of sales. Customers range from large diversified food conglomerates to internationally focused chocolate
producers and small chocolate confectioneries as well as retailers. Provisions for bad debt are estimated to amount to
approximately 0.05% of sales in the Industrial and Gourmet businesses. In the Gourmet division, Barry Callebaut
does not supply directly end-users but uses a distributor system.

INELASTICITY OF CHOCOLATE DEMAND TO COCOA PRICES HAS BEEN EMPIRICALLY OBSERVED BUT
CHOCOLATE CONSUMPTION GROWTH IS SOMEWHAT LIMITED
Long-term correlation analyses show that the consumption of chocolate is inelastic to the cocoa price fluctuations
(30% correlation rate). The main factors influencing the consumption of chocolate as a semi-luxury good are climate, demographics, culture and GDP per capita. In addition, it is important to note that the cost of cocoa represents only 15-17% of the retail price of a chocolate bar – another factor explaining the weak correlation between
cocoa price and chocolate consumption.
Over the last 30 years, chocolate consumption has grown by an average annual rate of 2.7%. Going forward,
Moody’s would expect global chocolate consumption to grow at 1%-2% per annum, reflecting the saturation of
markets in Western Europe (which represent more than 60% of global chocolate consumption) and the mixed perspectives in emerging markets (strong in Eastern Europe but low in Asia, where chocolate consumption is very limited due to cultural aspects).

THE COMPANY’S COCOA SUPPLY MAY BE AFFECTED BY POLITICAL TROUBLE IN PRODUCING COUNTRIES
For climatic reasons, a belt of cocoa-growing countries can be found in the equatorial region. The main producing
areas are West Africa (representing 70% of world supply), South America and South East Asia. The cocoa market is
particularly highly concentrated, with Ivory Coast accounting for over 40% of the global output of cocoa beans and
45% of Barry Callebaut’s cocoa supply in 2002.
In addition to the risk of epidemics and unfavorable climate, which can negatively impact the crops, the political
risk in the main producing countries is not negligible. Political uprising in Ivory Coast is now destabilizing the
world cocoa market and might deteriorate the medium term prospects for cocoa supply. In a worst case situation of
persistent anarchy in Ivory Coast in the next two years impeding cocoa supply, the other producing countries would
not be able to quickly reduce the supply deficit, creating a shortage situation as:
• World cocoa supply does not currently fully cover demand (2%-3% deficit).
• Additional planted cocoa trees would require between five and seven years to be fully productive.
Given the unprecedented political conditions in Ivory Coast (the country was politically stable for 33 years in the
reign of Houphouet Boigny), Barry Callebaut like other cocoa processors may experience operational difficulties in
the short term (e.g. shutdown of factories and delivery delays). However, we believe that the shortage situation as
described above has a low probability for the following reasons:
• The company’s cocoa sourcing for the current year has already been assured (80% of the Ivorian crop having
been shipped to Europe and the Americas, the main crop season is from September to February).
• It is unlikely that the numerous independent cocoa growers in Ivory Coast (about 700,000) would be content
to lose their sole source of revenues going forward.
• Although the company has committed contractual customer obligations, part of its semi-finished products volumes is not committed, being usually sold on the market.
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Competitive Position and Management Strategy
IN THE OPEN CHOCOLATE MARKET, BARRY CALLEBAUT HAS AN UNDISPUTED LEADERSHIP
Manufacturers of chocolate-based products have the option of either producing chocolate internally for their own
needs (this is the case with some major food manufacturers such as Nestlé, Hershey, Mars, Cadbury or Kraft) or
buying it in the open market. Barry Callebaut is a clear leader in the open market, with a 41% share in Europe and
29% in North America, selling chocolate to users that do not integrate chocolate manufacturing into their own production processes.

GOING FORWARD, THE COMPANY SHOULD BENEFIT FROM THE OUTSOURCING OF CHOCOLATE
PRODUCTION BY SOME MAJOR FOOD MANUFACTURERS
The captive market today represents about 55% of the global production of industrial chocolate versus approximately 67% in 1997, reflecting the overall move to the outsourcing of chocolate production. Return on asset constraints, working capital management and a further focus on brand marketing have been prompting branded packaged food manufacturers to outsource an increasing proportion of their production. Moody’s believes that, as a
global and reliable partner of branded producers, Barry Callebaut is well positioned to benefit from this industrial
trend.

THE COMPANY’S COMMODITY HEDGING STRATEGY IS CONSERVATIVE WITH NO SPECULATIVE POSITIONS
Most of Barry Callebaut’s contracts with industrial customers have a maturity of between six and nine months. The
company’s policy is to cover its needs in cocoa products fully. Demand for cocoa is covered by futures and forward
contracts from the time the customer’s order is received in order to manage price risks associated with cocoa inventories and open commitments. When the customer order is placed at date X, Barry Callebaut buys cocoa forwards.
In addition, the selling price set for the client at the delivery date is based on the forward price at the order date. In
the Cocoa division, when the raw material is purchased, it is immediately hedged, enabling the company to bear
only the risk of the combined ratio. In the Consumer and Gourmet divisions, the company hedges its purchases for
nine months when it revises its pricing list, which then remains set for between six and 12 months, or until there is a
material change in cocoa prices.
Moody’s considers that, in periods of falling prices, the company may face some competitive pressure from competitors that have not hedged their purchases. No speculative positions are entered into by the company and
Moody’s does not believe that the company would change its business model and principles.
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BARRY CALLEBAUT IS WILLING TO REDUCE ITS EXPOSURE TO VOLATILE SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS
MARKETS…
Moody’s views positively Barry Callebaut’s intention to reduce sales to third parties from its Cocoa Sourcing business unit. Although Cocoa Sourcing is the company’s most volatile business unit, as it is exposed to the evolution of
the combined ratio (relative value of semi-finished products to the cocoa price), the company itself is not exposed to
cocoa price volatility. Management expects to keep volumes stable at today’s level, primarily satisfying its own needs
and selling excess production to selected third parties. These products, which represented about 18% of sales volumes in FYE 08/02, should represent about 14% in FYE 08/03.

…AND TO SELECTIVELY ENTER END-CONSUMER PRODUCT MARKETS DESPITE STRONG COMPETITIVE
PRESSURES AND SCALE REQUIREMENT
The acquisition of Stollwerck, concluded in August 2002, provided the company with the leadership in chocolate
consumer products in Germany. Stollwerck, which will contribute more than CHF700 million in sales to the company’s consumer business unit in FYE 08/03, is a food manufacturer selling chocolate products to the main retailers
in Germany. Stollwerck holds a 10% market share in branded chocolate in Germany –behind Kraft (17%) and
Ferrero (18%) and equal to Nestlé and Storck. Half of its production is private labels, in which it is the number two
player with a 15% market share (behind Storck). The company is entering a very competitive market in which hard
discounters have significantly expanded over the past two years. Moody’s believes that Stollwerck’s private-label
offering is a good fit for the development of hard discounters in Germany (private labels in chocolate products represent about 25% of total German consumer chocolate sales). However, the German consumer chocolate market is
a very competitive and relatively fragmented market where scale is a key factor in the harsh buying conditions
imposed by hard-discounters.

BARRY CALLEBAUT IS LIKELY TO PURSUE BOLT-ON ACQUISITIONS IN GOURMET AND RETAIL SEGMENTS
Since the IPO in 1998, Barry Callebaut has acquired seven companies including Van Houten and Van Leer; the
integration of these companies has not given rise to any major issues. Barry Callebaut is in the process of acquiring
Luijckx, a small Dutch gourmet chocolate producer with sales of €30 million and an EBITDA margin of 14.5%
which sells products to distributor bakeries and food service operators. We believe that this acquisition in the
European foodservice segment would reinforce Barry’s Callebaut strong position in a high-margin segment and will
carry low execution risk.
Going forwards, Moody’s expects the company to possibly pursue small acquisitions to acquire scale in the consumer market. The company’s bank documentation limits debt-financed acquisitions.

Financial Analysis
TOP-LINE GROWTH IS EXPOSED TO COCOA PRICE VOLATILITY BUT MARGINS ARE FAIRLY INSULATED
The company’s activity is most appropriately assessed on volumes rather than on sales as the latter are impacted by
cocoa price volatility. While volume progressed in the last few years, they receded by around 3% in FYE 08/02 due
to the company’s policy of deliberately reducing sales of semi-finished products to third parties, a decline in the
vending mix business and the negative impact of some divestitures. Margins are relatively stable, although in 1999
they were affected by competition in semi-finished products. In addition, at this time the company was integrating
Van Leer and Carma, both of whose cost structures were not in line with that of Barry Callebaut.
In 2000, the company’s move to centralising its worldwide sourcing was a key step towards further cost reductions for raw materials and cost savings. The implementation of a supply chain management efficiency programme
also allowed the company to restore margins. While gross margin improved (as did gross profit per ton) in 2000,
EBIT per ton declined slightly due to a change in the company’s cost structure after the consolidation of Société
Africaine de Cacao (Saco SA).
Since 2000, gross margin and EBIT per ton have been improving (excluding the CHF80 million exceptional
provision for restructuring related to the Stollwerck acquisition in FYE 08/02) following cost-cutting initiatives and
the leverage effect of higher sales volumes on fixed costs.
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THE COMMODITY EXPOSURE MAY SIGNIFICANTLY CHANGE WORKING CAPITAL
A rise in cocoa price as observed today results in a higher valuation of cocoa inventory, higher working capital and
increased debt. Moody’s factors in that an increase of GBP200/ton in the price of cocoa raises working capital by
CHF100 million.
In 2000, the company introduced IAS 39, which meant that it had to include the valuation of commodity hedging derivative contracts on its balance sheet (calculated by comparing the current market forward price at the balance sheet date with the prevailing market forward price when the contract was entered into). In 1999, the majority
of this was an off-balance sheet item. Working capital thus increased significantly in 2000.

Correlation between change in inventory and change in debt
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Free cash-flow generation is linked to working capital movements. Moody’s credit metrics assessment is therefore based, to a large extent, on ratios taking into account gross cash-flow and retained cash-flow before working
capital.
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THE PURPOSE OF THE HIGH-YIELD BOND IS, IN MANAGEMENT’S VIEW, TO MAINTAIN BANK DEBT AT
INVESTMENT-GRADE QUALITY
The acquisition of Stollwerck has been initially financed by short-term debt. Due to the increase in bank debts (also
linked to the cocoa price increase), the company does not wish to increase bank loans and to maintain an investment-grade quality for bank loans. This objective may be achieved in the medium term provided more stable cocoa
market conditions and a reduction in total debt materialise. Moody’s ratings also reflect the fact that the company
did not issue additional equity to finance the acquisition of Stollwerck and therefore decided to leverage the balance
sheet. Moody’s believes that the recent disappointing share price performance may have restricted the flexibility to
access the equity market. The company has instead chosen to issue a high-yield bond to extend the maturity profile
of its debt structure.

THE LEVERAGE IS MITIGATED BY A HIGH LEVEL OF WORKING CAPITAL THAT IS LARGELY HEDGED
AGAINST COCOA PRICE FLUCTUATIONS
Barry Callebaut is not very capital-intensive. Its total fixed assets (€1.1 billion) are to a large extent covered by equity
(€770 million). As a result, the total debt (€1.2 billion expected in 08/2003) is essentially required to finance working
capital and inventories in particular (€1 billion). In addition, the inventories are only marginally exposed to valuation
swings thanks to their being hedged by futures and to firm orders of the industrial customers.

LIQUIDITY
The company has historically funded itself with short-term financing. However, the acquisition of Stollwerck and
the increase in working capital related to the rise in cocoa prices have exacerbated the liquidity situation. Following
the contemplated refinancing, the company will have close to €400 million of medium- and long-term committed
facilities, including a €190 million three-year revolving facility, but will still rely on a significant amount of shortterm debt including CHF390 million one-year commodity “Repo” lines.
Moody’s notes that the company’s overall liquidity is not particularly strong and that it needs to roll over its repo
lines within the next year. The company’s liquidity is exposed to an increase of cocoa prices: if prices reach
GBP2,200/ton (the historical peak price in 1985) and remain at this average level for between nine and 12 months,
the company would have little or no flexibility under its financial covenant senior debt/EBITDA in FYE 08/2004.
That having been said, it should be noted that this peak was experienced only for one month in 1985. At this date,
the financial covenant is set at 3.5. A GBP200/ton increase generates CHF100 million in additional debt. Thus,
from today’s price of around GBP1,500/ton, a GBP700/ton increase would generate CHF350 million in additional
debt. As regards possible additional financing sources, commodity financing lines could expectedly be increased
since they are based on repurchase agreements or asset based-financing.

NOTCHING REFLECTS SUBORDINATION OF HIGH-YIELD BOND
The senior subordinated rating is two notches below the senior implied rating to reflect the deep subordination of
the high-yield bond, which will represent about 20% of the group financial debt. If we take into account the nonfinancial liabilities of the three guarantors, the bondholders’ position appears more favourable: non-financial liabilities of the three guarantors (about CHF450 million) are pari passu with the bonds. However, the enforceability of
upstream guarantees could feasibly be challenged in jurisdictions such as in France, Belgium or Switzerland. The
law generally prohibits those guarantors from paying dividends unless such payments are made out of profits legally
available for distribution – which may limit the validity and enforceability of any guarantee given by any guarantor in
case of loss-making situations.
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